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The Green Witch
Worship yourself the witchy way—learn how to nourish your body
and spirit with herbal remedies, spells, and rituals inspired by
witchcraft in this unique, enchanted guide to self-care! Self-care is a
necessity for any modern woman, and this book helps you prioritize
#1 with a little help from the magic of witchcraft. The Witch’s
Book of Self-Care has advice for pampering your body, mind, and
spirit with spells, meditations, mantras, and powerful activities to
help you to keep healthy, soothe stress, relinquish sadness, channel
joy, and embrace your strength. This book features such magical
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Ritual to Release Guilt: Learn to burn
whatever causes you pain and process painful memories or work
through heavy emotions in this therapeutic ritual. -Green Space
Meditation: Learn how to reconnect with the healing energies of
nature, even in the middle of a bustling city, as part of a series of
meditations based on the elements and your senses. -DIY Body
Butter: Create your own custom soothing and smoothing body
butter, powered by crystal and essential oils suited to your intention,
and sanctified by a ritual. And much more! The Witch’s Book of
Self-Care shows you how easy it is to connect to the earth, harness
your personal power, and add a little magic to your everyday life for
a better you!

Season of the Witch
A clear, contemporary guide to the ritual use of smoke, and scents
to cleanse the energies of our mind and body as well as our home.
This book offers the essential tools creating a sacred space at home a safe space free of negative energies - using herbs, incense, smoke,
and other practices. In six practical and accessible user-friendly
chapters, Amy Blackthorn covers all basics: What you need to know
about a purification and cleansing practice The importance of selfcare, starting with yourself before moving outward How to keep
your home and family safe How to protect your home while you are
away Adding crystals to your practice Essential herbs and recipes
for creating cleansing smoke Sacred Smoke is an essential guide for
anyone seeking to practice the ritual use of cleansing and clearing to
protect and heal themselves, their home, and their family.

A Witch's Book of Silence
A complete introduction to modern magic and witchcraft with spells
and incantations for love, happiness, and success. The Practical
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an enchanting handbook for anyone with a
penchant for the magical and who wants to add joy to their daily
life. To practice witchcraft is to be purposeful whether it's to help
heal, bring about prosperity, imbue your home with positivity, or
even to fall in love. To be a practical witch is to tap into an inner
place of intention, energy, and magic to bring about positive change
in your life and those of your loved ones. With life's increasingly
frenetic pace, a magical approach to living is more important now
than ever. In this must-have guide for spell-casters of all levels you
will find hundreds of spells, blessings, and incantations for love and
romance, contentment and happiness, success and prosperity,
health and healing, work and vocation, and money and wealth, all
to enrich your mind and spirit, and to improve your life and the
world around you. Also included are ritual resources, magical
correspondences, lucky colors and numbers, moon spells, and all the
essential tools you need for making magic.

Waking the Witch
"As every good hedge witch knows, the best magick is made right at
home. This book shows them how to transform their homes into
sacred spaces, where they can: Create magickal cookbooks of
recipes, spells, and charms Prepare food that nourishes body and
soul Perform rituals that protect and purify hearth and home
Master the secrets of the cauldron and the sacred flame Call upon
the kitchen gods and goddesses Produce hearth-based arts and crafts
With this book, witches learn all they need to know to make home a
magickal place to live, work, and play."

The Practical Witch's Spell Book
Discover the fascinating history, tradition, and modern uses of the
Book of Shadows. This fun and easy-to-use guide provides essential
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well as how to make it a part of your practice. Learn about the
various types of Books of Shadows, their roles throughout history,
and how they differ from regular spellbooks. Enjoy advice and
excerpts from the grimoires of well-known modern and historical
Witches. Explore a wide variety of ideas for what to include in your
own Book of Shadows. Like a magical chart showing where you've
been and where you're going, this wonderful tool is your personal
guide to Witchcraft. Praise: "This is the complete guide to the Book
of ShadowsMankey has given Wiccans a great gift."—John Beckett,
blogger at "Under the Ancient Oaks" and author of The Path of
Paganism "This engaging, personal, and well-researched book
explores a little-considered subject, the Book of Shadows, from
every angle."—Yvonne Aburrow, author of All Acts of Love and
Pleasure: Inclusive Wicca (Avalonia, 2014) "If Books of Shadows are
your bag, then look no further. Jason Mankey once again shows off
his skill as a well-practiced Witch with this collection of stories, tips,
and tricks about that most personal of magical tools: the Book of
Shadows. A great addition to every Wiccan's shelf."—Jenna T.
Beachy, author of The Secret Country of Yourself: Discover the
Powerful Magick of Your Endless Inner World "As always, Mankey
brings insight and delight to the magickal process. The Witch's
Book of Shadows is an in-depth, yet approachable guidebook to all
the elements of crafting your own Books of Shadows. Dive in and
enjoy!"—Lasara Firefox Allen, bestselling author of Jailbreaking the
Goddess: A Radical Revisioning of Feminist Spirituality

The Witch's Book of Self-Care
"Devin Hunter's new book digs deeply into the roots of what makes
a witch powerful. He doesn't gloss over the soul-searching work with
simple spell "bandaids." Instead, he offers readings and exercises
that empower the witch in mind, body, and soul."—Courtney
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History, Mystery, and Magick of the Celtic
Goddess Ignite the Holy Fire Within: Become the Witch You Were
Meant to Be Witchcraft isn't always about the search for
enlightenment; sometimes it's about power and the path to
obtaining it. The Witch's Book of Power shares the secrets to
unlocking the Witch Power within you, offering specific techniques
for working with personal, cosmic, and ally energies to realize your
full magical potential. Professional witch and psychic Devin Hunter
has helped thousands of people discover their power and gain
influence, and in this book he skillfully explores the concepts behind
creating magic that can change your life. The Witch's Book of
Power is the perfect resource for witches who intuitively feel that
more power is available but seems to be just beyond reach. Praise:
"You may or may not choose to follow the path that he has laid out
exactly, but I'll wager that you will find something that you want to
borrow into your practices. True Witches use what works and you'll
find much in this book that yields results."—Ivo Dominguez, Jr.,
author of Spirit Speak "The Witch's Book of Power is a missing link
in modern witchcraft training. Readers will find just what they need
to ignite the spark of power that all witches need for an effective
practice."—David Salisbury, author of The Deep Heart of
Witchcraft "Devin Hunter is this generation's Headmaster of
Witchcraft."—Jacki Smith, author of Coventry Magic

Buckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft
Everything you need to know about self-care—especially for
Aquarius! Take Time for You, Aquarius! It’s me time—powered
by the zodiac! Welcome star-powered strength and cosmic relief
into your life with The Little Book of Self-Care for Aquarius. While
Aquarius may typically lead with the mind and not the heart, this
book truly puts value in taking care of your whole self. Let the stars
be your guide as you learn just how important astrology is to your
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Discover
more about your sign and your ruling
element, air, and then find the perfect set of self-care ideas and
activities for you. From sipping cardamom coffee to listening to
Mozart, you will find more than one hundred ways to heal your
mind, body, and active spirit. It’s stellar self-care especially for
you, Aquarius!

The Malleus Maleficarum
Salon founder David Talbot chronicles the cultural history of San
Francisco and from the late 1960s to the early 1980s when figures
such as Harvey Milk, Janis Joplin, Jim Jones, and Bill Walsh helped
usher from backwater city to thriving metropolis.

Witchcraft for Healing
Everything you need to know to create your very own “sacred
space”—perfect for practicing home-based witchcraft including
spells, rituals, herbalism, and more!—from the author of The Green
Witch. Your home is an important part of who you are—it makes
sense to tie your practice of witchcraft closely to the place where you
build your life. In The House Witch, you’ll discover everything
you need to live, work, and practice in your own magical space.
Follow expert Arin Murphy-Hiscock on a journey to building and
fortifying a sacred space in your own home, with essential
information on how to: -Create magical cookbooks of recipes, spells,
and charms -Prepare food that nourishes body and soul -Perform
rituals that protect and purify hearth and home -Master the secrets
of the cauldron and the sacred flame -Call upon the kitchen gods
and goddesses. -Produce hearth-based arts and crafts. …and much
more! Learn how easy it is to transform your home into a magical
place that enhances your practice and nurtures your spirit!
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Everywhere, the witches are rising. Are you ready to answer the call
and embrace your own inner witch? In this book, third-generation
Witch Juliet Diaz guides you on a journey to connect with the
Magick within you. She explains how to cast off what doesn't serve
you, unleash your authentic self, and become an embodiment of
your truth. You'll also learn the skills and techniques you need to
build your own Magickal craft. Within these enchanted pages you'll
discover how to: * Connect with the power of your inner witch *
Create spells, potions, and rituals for love, protection, healing,
manifestation and more * Amplify your energy by working with a
Book of Shadows * Create an altar and decorate it according to the
seasons * Work with the Moon and the Seasons of the Witch *
Connect with your ancestors to receive their wisdom Filled with
Magick, inspiration, and love, Witchery is your guide and
companion on a wickedly delicious journey to true selfempowerment.

Curative Magic
For those who want to infuse their self-care routine with a little
magic, this mystical guidebook provides readers with simple spells to
enhance their daily lives. Topics range from relationships and
emotional health to self-love, work, school, and more. Spellwork for
Self-Care takes an old-fashioned approach to the practice of selfsoothing. As young people flock to the well-worn paths tread by the
witches of yore by using tarot card readings, astrological sign
analysis, and herbal home remedies for mental and physical
ailments, the practice of witchcraft has morphed into a form of
spirituality for millennials and Generation Z. This book of 40 spells
combines witchy spiritual practices with our culture's hunger for selfcare, creating a compact resource for those seeking alternate paths
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The Apprentice Witch
A magical lifestyle guide for everything from powering up a stylish
crystal to banishing terrible Tinder dates Want to feel terrifyingly
beautiful? Wear the right color of eye shadow to project
otherworldly glamour. Need to exorcise a toxic friendship? Repeat
the proper incantation and make it disappear. Want to increase
your energy? Whip up a tasty herbal “potion” to rev up your
stamina. DIY projects, rituals, and spells—along with fun historical
sidebars—summon the best trends of the modern witchy lifestyle
and the time-trusted traditions of the hell-raising women of the past.
With humor, heart, and a hip sensibility, Jaya Saxena and Jess
Zimmerman dispense witchy wisdom for the curious, the cynical,
and anyone who could use a magical boost. Selected Table of
Contents: CHAPTER 1 - Self-Initiation: An Induction into Basic
Witchery What We Mean by “Witchcraft” Our Favorite Pop
Culture Witches CHAPTER 2 - Glamours: The Power to Change
How You Look How to Clothe Yourself in Literal Darkness The
Dark Magic of Unfeminine Haircuts A Spell for Self-Care
CHAPTER 3 - Healing: The Power to Care for Yourself A Spell to
Make Peace with Your Body Magical Exercise A Ritual for a
Relaxing Netflix Binge CHAPTER 4 - Summoning: The Power to
Care for Others (and Have Them Care for You) The
Transformative Power of Vulnerability A Collaborative Ritual to
Deepen Friendship CHAPTER 5 - Enchantment: The Power to
Make Choices about Love and Sex Conjuring Your Perfect Mate
The Magic Circle of Consent A Spell for Talking about Sex
CHAPTER 6 - Banishment: The Power to Avoid What Brings You
Down Expelling Social Toxicity The Different Types of Personal
Demons A Spell to Counter Impostor Syndrome CHAPTER 7 Divination: The Power to Decide Your Destiny A Spell to Name
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Witch, Please
Heal mind, body, and spirit with the restorative power of witchcraft
Witchcraft for Healing is your guide to unlocking magic's
transformative, empowering nature, and finding spiritual,
emotional, and physical healing in all aspects of your life. Learn
about how witchcraft has its roots in wellness, and explore dozens of
simple spells and remedies like crafting an incense blend for
prosperity, mixing oils for community unity, or brewing a healing
herbal tonic. Witchcraft for Healing offers: Wisdom for all
witches--Whether you're a new witch or an experienced witch, find
ways to deepen your craft and reclaim your power through
authentic information, practical applications, and empathetic
wisdom. What you need to know--Begin with a look at the history of
witchcraft and the basic knowledge you need to approach your
magic with confidence, before diving into spells and rituals to enrich
your life and heal your mind, body, and spirit. Tips on the tools of
the trade--These rituals use basic tools like candles, crystals, herbs,
and essential oils that most witches can easily find or already have
on hand--but remember: magic is made in the mind and the heart.
Tune into yourself and harness the power of self-care in all parts of
your life with Witchcraft for Healing.

Witchery
"Lisa Lister is an uber-goddess of humour, wisdom, fun and cheek.
She's just what THIS doctor ordered." – Dr Christiane Northrup,
author of Goddesses Never Age and Making Life Easy A witch is a
wise woman, a healer. Yet for so long the word "witch" has had
negative connotations. In this book, third generation hereditary
witch Lisa Lister explains the history behind witchcraft, why
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the stake, and why the witch is reawakening in women across the
world today. All women are witches, and when they connect to
source, trust their intuition, and use their magic, they can make
medicine to heal themselves and the world. This book is a re-telling
of Herstory, an overview of the different schools of witchcraft and
the core principles and practices within them. Discover ancient
wisdom made relevant for modern witches: • The wheel of the
year, the sabbats, the cycles of the moon. • Tools to enhance your
intuition, including oracle cards and dowsing, so that you can make
decisions quickly and comfortably. • Understanding the ancient
use of the word "medicine". • How to work with herbs, crystals,
and power animals so that you have support in your spiritual work.
• How to build and use a home altar to focus your intentions and
align you with seasonal cycles, the moon cycles, and your own
intentions for growth. • Cleanse, purify, and create sacred space.
• Work with the elements to achieve deep connection with the
world around you. In addition, Lisa teaches personal, hands-on
rituals and spells from her family lineage of gypsy witch magic to
help you heal, manifest, and rediscover your powers. Above all, Lisa
shows that we really are "the granddaughters of the witches that
they couldn't burn".

The Witch's Book of Spirits
There's more than one way to be a witch! Some witches harness the
properties of herbs and crystals, and some craft their own spells and
rituals for empowerment and success; some dress all in black, and
some prefer a more colorful aesthetic. Author and illustrator Sonia
Lazo celebrates the power and diversity of contemporary witches in
this enchanting love letter to all things occult. Her charming
illustrations offer an inclusive, body-positive message to modern
mystics all over the world, reminding readers that anyone can tap
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Spellwork for Self-Care
Reclaim Control of Your Magic and Your Life Transcend Your
Limitations and Enter the Pyramid of Light and the Labyrinth of
Darkness Devin Hunter, author of groundbreaking works The
Witch's Book of Power and The Witch's Book of Spirits, makes a
powerful statement on how you can deepen your Witch Power and
further develop your relationships with familiars, guides, spirits, and
gods. The Witch's Book of Mysteries invites you to embark on a
pivotal journey designed to help break you free of the illusory
cultural energies that hold you back from true magical vitality. With
spells and rituals drawn from the author's own book of shadows, this
book explores energetic self-orientation, the Witch's Eye, and the
Witch's Tree—techniques that will support and embolden you on
your quest to achieve personal gnosis. Learn the extraordinary
practices of the Witch's Dream and the Witch's Sabbat, and initiate
into the mysteries of the Cosmic Grigori, primordial guardians of
space, time, matter, energy, and quintessence. Ultimately, the path
of the witch takes you to the six gates of the Labyrinth of Diana.
Through these gates, the authentic nature of the soul is found and
God Herself is revealed.

Witch
Banish bad energy, ward off unpleasant people, and defend your
stuff, your spirit and your space with this spellbook focused
specifically on protection. With over 100 spells for protection and
defense, and a glossary of protective symbols, stones, and other
objects to keep on hand, this book can help you cleanse your room
and cast out old negative energies, put a protective and peacepreserving bubble around yourself as you ride the bus, deflect
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Sacred Smoke
From the podcast host of The Witch Wave and practicing witch
Pam Grossman—who Vulture has dubbed the “Terry Gross of
witches”—comes an exploration of the world’s fascination with
witches, why they have intrigued us for centuries and why they’re
more relevant now than ever. When you think of a witch, what do
you picture? Pointy black hat, maybe a broomstick. But witches in
various guises have been with us for millennia. In Waking the
Witch, Pam Grossman explores the impact of the world’s most
magical icon. From the idea of the femme fatale in league with the
devil to the bewitching pop culture archetypes in Sabrina the
Teenage Witch and Harry Potter; from the spooky ladies in fairy
tales to the rise of contemporary witchcraft, witches reflect the
power and potential of women. Part cultural analysis, part memoir,
Waking the Witch traces the author’s own journey on the path to
witchcraft, and how this has helped her find self-empowerment and
purpose. It celebrates witches past, present, and future, and reveals
the critical role they have played—and will continue to play—in the
world as we know it. “Deftly illuminating the past while beckoning
us towards the future, Waking the Witch has all the makings of a
feminist classic. Wise, relatable, and real, Pam Grossman is the
witch we need for our times” (Ami McKay, author of The Witches
of New York).

The Way of the Hedge Witch
The author of The Green Witch, Arin Murphy-Hiscock, shows you
how you can create your own green witch grimoire to record your
favorite spells, recipes, rituals, and more. A grimoire is essential for
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ingredients. And for a green witch, a perfect place to reflect upon
the power of nature, and document the stones, plants, flowers, oils,
and herbs used in her practice. The Green Witch’s Grimoire
finally is a place for all your prized knowledge. From favorite spells
to recipes, to blessing your grimoire and writing in secret script,
you’ll make this book of shadows your own. Experienced witch
Arin Murphy-Hiscock guides you on your path to creating your
own personal book of your most cherished magic. Continue to hone
your craft and grow into the green witch you’ve always dreamed
of as you personalize your own Green Witch’s Grimoire.

Enchantments
Master the magic of matchmaking in this fun and practical guide to
using witchcraft to find your perfect partner. Now you can find love
faster than ever with this complete guide to magical matchmaking!
The Witch’s Book of Love has all the spells and solutions to help
you on your quest for love—and shows you how to make your
relationship grow and prosper into the love you’ve always
dreamed of! The Witch’s Book of Love has everything you need to
know about attracting the perfect partner with spells, palmistry,
astrology, and numerology. Check your compatibility and seal your
new relationship with charms and other magical mojo so you can
make your love last a lifetime.

The Green Witch's Grimoire
“From Wiccan author Arin Murphy-Hiscock comes this fantastic
guide to spiritual self-care with a witchy bent. The Witch’s Guide
to Self-Care contains recipes for products and spells for selfrestoration.” —Bustle Worship yourself the witchy way—learn
how to nourish your body and spirit with herbal remedies, spells,
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witchcraft in this unique, enchanted guide to
self-care! Self-care is a necessity for any modern woman, and this
book helps you prioritize #1 with a little help from the magic of
witchcraft. The Witch’s Book of Self-Care has advice for
pampering your body, mind, and spirit with spells, meditations,
mantras, and powerful activities to help you to keep healthy, soothe
stress, relinquish sadness, channel joy, and embrace your strength.
This book features such magical self-care remedies: -A Ritual to
Release Guilt: Learn to burn whatever causes you pain and process
painful memories or work through heavy emotions in this
therapeutic ritual. -Green Space Meditation: Learn how to
reconnect with the healing energies of nature, even in the middle of
a bustling city, as part of a series of meditations based on the
elements and your senses. -DIY Body Butter: Create your own
custom soothing and smoothing body butter, powered by crystal
and essential oils suited to your intention, and sanctified by a ritual.
And much more! The Witch’s Book of Self-Care shows you how
easy it is to connect to the earth, harness your personal power, and
add a little magic to your everyday life for a better you!

The Okay Witch
A special middle grade debut of magic and courage in a world of
witches, written with the charm and enchantment of Circus
Mirandus and The Apothecary.Arianwyn has flunked her witch's
assessment: She's doomed. Declared an apprentice and sent to the
town of Lull in disgrace, she may never become a real witch-- much
to the glee of her arch-rival, Gimma.But remote Lull is not as
boring as it seems. Strange things are sighted in the woods, a
dangerous infestation of hex creeps throughout the town, and a
mysterious magical visitor arrives with his eye on her. With every
spirit banished, creature helped, and spell cast, Arianwyn starts to
get the hang of being a witch--even if she's only an apprentice. But
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For a sinister darkness has begun to haunt
her spells, and there may be much more at stake than just her pride
. . . for Arianwyn and the entire land.

The Witch's Mirror
A Witch's Book of Silence will help you deepen your practice and
increase the efficacy of your magic. Silence is the space from which
creative impulse flows. In silence we touch the power we call
God/dess and become attuned to wisdom beyond our own. We
learn to commune with the spirits of land, our ancestors and others
of the unseen realms. We enter the ineffable mystery sought by
ancient and contemporary mystics alike. Through silent
communion we attain ecstatic union with the Divine. The book
addresses some of the most pressing and controversial concerns of
the Craft as both a modern-day movement and private, religious
system. A Witch's Book of Silence is a mirror for us individually and
collectively. Here we see reflected our beauty and power as well as
our fear and foibles. Divided into three segments. The first defines
terms, explores concepts and discusses how and why we resist the
practice of silence. The second segment offers practices leading the
seeker into the heart of silence where the mysteries are revealed .
The final segment offers a glimpse of what awaits us should we dare
to steep ourselves in the cauldron of transformation. A Witch's Book
of Silence is born out of decades of studying, practicing and
teaching the art of Witchcraft during which time the author noted
the impact of the internet on the transfer of once closely guarded
information. The Witch's Pyramid became unbalanced as the
powers to Know, Will and Dare were highly sought after while
Keeping Silent fell out of fashion--a silly, scary and inconsequential
relic of the past. The Witch must confront and overcome her fear
and resistance to entering the realms of silence. Keeping silent is
necessary to build power, perform effective magic and engage
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While written from the perspective of a
Feri Witch, the concerns, practices and resolutions offered will be
equally valuable when applied to any spiritual path requiring the
practitioner develop self-awareness, personal integrity, cognizant
communication with spirit and the use of meaningful speech
imbued with creative force.

The Witch's Book of Mysteries
Buckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft has influenced and guided
countless students, coven initiates, and solitaries around the world.
One of modern Wicca's most recommended books, this
comprehensive text features a step-by-step course in Witchcraft,
with photographs and illustrations, rituals, beliefs, history, and lore,
as well as instruction in spellwork, divination, herbalism, healing,
channeling, dreamwork, sabbats, esbats, covens, and solitary
practice. The workbook format includes exam questions at the end
of each lesson, so you can build a permanent record of your spiritual
and magical training. This complete self-study course in modern
Wicca is a treasured classic—an essential and trusted guide that
belongs in every Witch's library. Praise: "A masterwork by one of
the great Elders of the Craft. Raymond Buckland has presented a
treasure trove of Wiccan lore. It is a legacy that will provide magic,
beauty, and wisdom to future generations of those who seek the
ancient paths of the Old Religion."—Ed Fitch, author of Magical
Rites from the Crystal Well "I read Buckland's Complete Book of
Witchcraft with much pleasure. This book contains enough
information and know-how for all approaches: the historical, the
philosophical, and the pragmatic . . . quite entertaining, as much for
the armchair enthusiast as for the practicing occultist."—Marion
Zimmer Bradley, author of The Mists of Avalon "Never in the
history of the Craft has a single book educated as many people,
spurred as many spiritual paths, or conjured as much personal
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Power Spellcraft For Life
"A handbook for hunting and punishing witches to assist the
Inquisition and Church in exterminating undesirables. Mostly a
compilation of superstition and folklore, the book was taken very
seriously at the time it was written in the 15th century and became a
kind of spiritual law book used by judges to determine the guilt of
the accused"--From publisher description.

The Witch's Book of Rituals
Discover the fascinating history, tradition, and modern uses of the
witch's mirror. From choosing and making the perfect mirror to
using it to boost self-esteem and prosperity, this book provides
valuable information for witches of all levels. Fun and easy to use,
The Witch's Mirror features advice from well-known witches as well
as spells and crafts to enhance your magic. Explore the symbols and
practice of scrying, uncover the portrayals of mirrors in legends and
pop culture, harness the reflective power of mirrors with
meditations, and much more. Mickie Mueller invites you to gaze
through the looking glass and see your magical self wielding the
mirror as a key tool to a successful, happy, and enchanted life.
Praise: "The Witch's Mirror is a lighthearted book that reflects a
wide variety of perspectives, techniques, and magickal
styles."—Ellen Dugan, author of the Witchery series and The
Natural Psychic "This book is a very thorough and complete
manual that explains historical lore, superstitions, and also how to
utilize this tool with easeit is a must have for any witches
library!"—Celeste Heldstab, author of Llewellyn's Complete
Formulary of Magical Oils "Mickie Mueller has brought to life, in
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the magic and history of this simple yet
potent tool with her own signature grace and eloquence."—
Amythyst Raine, author of The Gray Witch's Grimoire "Mueller's
conversational style and uncomplicated how-to directions make
mirror magic accessible to the novice and experienced witch
alikethis book is enlightening, practical, and great fun to
read."—Shana Robinson, author of Terra Signs and co-author of
Shamanism & The Spirit Mate "Mickie Mueller is the perfect guide
through the looking glassThe Witch's Mirror takes one of the most
common daily tools and reveals its innate magic."—Lunaea
Weatherstone, author of Tending Brigid's Flame and Mystical Cats
Tarot "If you want to know about magic and mirrors, this is the
book for you! Mickie Mueller has done an excellent job of
researching and bringing together all the many facets of mirrorrelated beliefs, traditions, and lore."—Tess Whitehurst, author of
Holistic Energy Magic and Magical Housekeeping

Basic Witches
THE WICCA GARDEN A Modern Witch’s Book of Magickal
and Enchanted Herbs and Plants Witches were among the first to
discover the healing power of plants. The use of potions, poultices,
and charm bags filled with special roots, flowers, and magickal
herbs has been associated with the healing power of Wicca
practitioners from time immemorial. Now modern witches can grow
their own fresh herbs and plan and cultivate their gardens in
accordance with the Wiccan calendar and astrological charts. This
complete study of herbs and their Wiccan significance, as well as a
gardener’s guide to growing magickal herbs, includes chapters on
Herbs of the Enchanted World; Sabbat Herbs; Mind-Altering
Plants; Green Healing; Dangerous Plants; and a guide to herb
gardening. A Wiccan Glossary of Herbalism Terms rounds out this
comprehesive and essential resource for today’s home Wiccan
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The Witch's Herbal Apothecary
Embrace the divine feminine power of the Mother Goddess and
learn how to spiritually prepare for pregnancy with this guide to
Pagan rituals, meditations, and traditions for every milestone over
the next nine months! As you make the transition from maiden to
mother, you fully embody the Mother Goddess. Embark on this
sacred journey with this complete guide including special
mediations, affirmations, and rituals designed to help you attune to
the divine energies of childbearing. The Pregnant Goddess teaches
you how to: -Prepare spiritually for pregnancy -Conduct rituals to
aide in conception, safe pregnancy, and easy delivery -Practice
responsible magic during these critical nine moths -Deal with
unexpected delivery developments The Pregnant Goddess is the
perfect companion as you embark on the most magnificent and
magical journey of your life!

Protection Spells
The Witch’s Herbal Apothecary is a magickal book of recipes,
rituals, and materia medica for reconnecting with the power and
healing of Earth Magick. Author Marysia Miernowska is the
Director of one of California’s most renowned herbal schools and
named one of the “top 15 witches on Instagram”
(@marysia_miernowska) by Huffington Post. Mother Earth is a
living entity that holds great medicine to heal us physically and
spiritually. However, in today's modern world, too many of us are
separated from this source of nourishment. With the wheel of the
year as a framework, you'll begin to understand the currents of
nature and how to weave yourself back into this great web of life.
Using the plants, seasons, and cycles as your tools, you will be able
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to tap into
the potent
Earth Magick of life, death, renewal, and
rebirth. In harmony with the seasons, You will learn how to: Grow
medicine Harvest from the wild or home garden Process plants
Make remedies Each season opens a portal of magick that allows
you to harvest the literal and spiritual gifts the Earth is offering at
that time. The Witch's Herbal Apothecary will awaken the Witch
inherent in every wild soul and guide her into an empowered
relationship of healing and magick with the natural world.

The Modern Witch's Guide to Happiness
Your intrepid guide to the art of spellcraft, Power Spellcraft for Life
takes you on an in-depth magical journey of personal fulfillment.
You'll explore the hows and whys of spellcasting, learn step-by-step
how to build your own successful spells, raise positive energy to
power them, and make your dreams come true. With Wiccan
expert Arin Murphy-Hiscock as your guide, you will learn how to:
Correctly time your spells for precise results Increase power and
accuracy with the careful use of correspondences Successfully adapt
spells from books to reflect your personal needs Learn powerful
spells that will help you better your life/li> and more. Power
Spellcraft for Life provides you with a deeper understanding of
crafting and casting, allowing you to hone your skills; power up your
energy; and create productive, positive change in all areas of your
life.

The Little Book of Self-Care for Aquarius
Discover the Ways of the Spirits And Master the Art of Command
and Influence Profound spiritual insights and powers await beyond
the material world. In The Witch's Book of Spirits, Devin Hunter
invites you to perform rituals and magic with spirit guides, familiars,
angels, the deceased, faeries, and demons. Develop and enhance
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your relationships
to your
allies in spirit through soul flight,
mediumship, and conjuration. Explore the inner workings of the
Witch's Tree as well as the planes and peoples who dwell in its
many layers. Expand the scope of your magic with the 33 Spirits, a
system transmitted to the author by a special priesthood of spirits,
his familiar, Malach, and the goddess Hecate. Working with spirits
is the cornerstone of the witch's art. This book shows you how to
stay in control as you increase your witch power and deepen your
connection to forces seen and unseen. Praise: "Devin covers in
depth an elusive side of witchcraft that few have explored in great
practical detailDevin presents the material in a very grounded, nononsense approach paired with an inherent sense of responsibility.
His understanding of mediumship, conjuring, flying, and working
with the spirit world displays the truth that he not only talks the talk,
but also walks the walk."—Laura Tempest Zakroff, author of Sigil
Witchery "The Witch's Book of Spirits is the most complete book on
working with the dead ever written for Witches, but it's more than a
manual for communicating with souls of the departed. It's also a
guide to the worlds which generally lay just outside of our grasp and
a thorough look at the beings that live there. I'd also like to add that
it's just a damn fine book about witchcraft, filled with advice and
some much-needed common sense."—Jason Mankey, author of
The Witch's Book of Shadows "Teaching an art requires a delicate
brew of guidance, cautions, and encouragement; Devin Hunter's
book hits the right recipe. The Witch's Book of Spirits is a book that
captures the author's personal vision and process while providing
systems and frameworks that can serve the reader in developing
their own way with the spirits."—Ivo Dominguez, Jr., author of
Practical Astrology for Witches and Pagans "In this book Devin
gives not just the rituals necessary to conjure and communicate with
spirits, but the tools for building life with them. He uses a method of
teaching that alternates between supplying theory and principals
that can be applied by almost anyone, with very specific rituals that
he has received from the spirits himself. The result is a text that you
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over again whether you are working his rites
or developing your own."—Jason Miller, author of The Sorcerer's
Secrets

The Witch's Book of Self-Care
Here is your guide to creating rituals that not only nurture your
mind and body but also nourish your intuition and your inner
divinity with witchcraft, spellwork, the phases of the moon, and
more. You’ll build a spiritual self-care practice that is supportive
and sustainable. Cottage witch Tenae Stewart guides readers
through finding the forms of self-care that really resonate with them
and discovering what kinds of nourishment are essential to fulfill
everyone’s unique needs. Learn how to create a self-care practice
that honors the needs of your mind, body, and spirit as well as come
to understand your unique self-care style through astrology! In The
Modern Witch’s Guide, you’ll find nearly three dozen rituals to
try, from a bewitching bubble bath to soothe the soul to an activism
ritual to hex the patriarchy and more, including instructions on how
to: Create your own rituals from scratch (no experience necessary!)
Develop morning and evening rituals to start and end the day with
self-care Learn how to adapt your rituals so they can sustain you
through any of life’s challenges and interruptions, like illness,
vacation, or changes in schedules and the seasons Packed with
practical tools and step-by-step guides that are easily adapted to
your own practice, The Modern Witch’s Guide is the perfect
introduction to self-care witchcraft and astrology.

The Witch's Book of Shadows
"It's time to give your inner witch a voice. Unlock the magic of
modern witchcraft and infuse your every day with happiness. This is
your essential spiritual guide to happiness. Including everything you
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a modern witch, from working with tarot
cards and healing crystals, to taking direction from the stars, this
book will teach you how to harness the power of the natural world,
dispel toxic energy and develop your own psychic ability to find
happiness. Illustrated throughout and containing simple yet effective
practical tips and tricks, self-care rituals and cleansing spells for the
everyday, this treasure chest of a book will empower you to live your
life to the fullest"--

The Wicca Garden
Add a touch of magic to your self-care practice with Wellness
Witch, a beautifully illustrated guide to mystical rites, sacred rituals,
and creative DIYs that will enhance your everyday. Filled with
soothing rituals, healing potions, and empowering spells, the
Wellness Witch brings a touch of magic to the everyday. Tapping
into ancient traditions and feminine power, this enchanting book
guides readers through the practices of mystical wellness, natural
beauty, and personal creativity as they develop a true intuitive
connection to the life-giving forces around us. Drawing on the
transcendent power of intention, the Wellness Witch uses tinctures,
tonics, mantras, and meditations to forge a magical connection
between the body and the spirit. With chapters on the internal, the
external, and the home, readers will learn to harness the power of
healing herbs, charged crystals, and sacred spaces as they cultivate
the art of mystical self-care. Accessible projects, from crafting
aromatherapy blends to creating smudge sticks, are paired with
calming rituals, yoga sequences, and simple spells to bring peace,
power, and magic into our hectic lives.

Wellness Witch
Discover the power of natural magic and healing through herbs,
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oils in this new guide to green witchcraft. At
her core, the green witch is a naturalist, an herbalist, a wise woman,
and a healer. She embraces the power of nature; she draws energy
from the Earth and the Universe; she relies on natural objects like
stones and gems to commune with the land she lives off of; she uses
plants, flowers, oils, and herbs for healing; she calls on nature for
guidance; and she respects every living being no matter how small.
In The Green Witch, you will learn the way of the green witch,
from how to use herbs, plants, and flowers to make potions and oils
for everyday healing as well as how crystals, gems, stones, and even
twigs can help you find balance within. You’ll discover how to find
harmony in Earth’s great elements and connect your soul to every
living creature. This guide also contains directions for herbal blends
and potions, ritual suggestions, recipes for sacred foods, and
information on how to listen to and commune with nature.
Embrace the world of the green witch and discover what the power
of nature has in store for you.

The Pregnant Goddess
Create a spiritual space to find peace and meaning in your
witchcraft with this accessible guidebook to Wiccan rituals. Rituals
are an important part to any witch’s life. They are used to
commemorate special moments, mark changes, and help unify us
with nature and deities. They help connect us to something bigger
than ourselves and provide a way for us to formally contact our
concept of deity. The Witch’s Book of Rituals provides all the vital
information you need to understand the different aspects of rituals,
including how they are used, and provides ready-made rituals for
you to perform. Learn how to create custom rituals for performing
seasonal celebrations like Samhain or daily rituals when you need to
get in touch with yourself and your spirit guides. Arin MurphyHiscock takes you through the most important aspects so you can
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take control
of And
your own
spiritual practice. Whether it is giving
yourself space to ask for what you need, talking to your guiding
spirits, or creating new personal acceptance through traditions and
ritualistic practices, The Witch’s Book of Rituals is the all-inclusive
guide to performing these rituals correctly. Create a space to
celebrate your practice and find peace and connection with this
favorite Wiccan tradition.

The Witch's Book of Power
The Little Witch's Book of Spells is an enchanting compendium of
spells, potions, and activities for kids 8 to 12 years old. Young
witches-in-training will discover spells to resolve problems, foster
friendship, and engage with the natural world. This spellbinding
book guides readers on how to craft a magic wand, befriend a fairy,
and read tea leaves, as well as glossaries of magical terms and
symbols. • A playful and immersive guidebook to all things
magical • Filled with simple activities using easily found
ingredients • Complete with lush illustrations The Little Witch's
Book of Spells harnesses magic and the imagination to help little
witches feel powerful, tap into creative energy, and practice selflove. Spells and activities include Best Friends Forever Spell, Jump
Rope Protection Spell, Get Well Soon Elixir, Blanket Fort Magical
Fortress Spell, How to Make a Magical Fairy Garden, and
Mermaid Bath Spell. • Perfect for young readers interested in
magic, fans of Harry Potter, Sabrina the Teenage Witch, and
fantasy series featuring witches • A mystical, fun, and empowering
book of spells that will have any child enthralled by the magical
world • Great for millennial parents who want to encourage
imagination, creativity, and play • You'll love this book if you love
books like The Book of the Secrets of Merlin Wizardology by
Candlewick Press, Fairyopolis: A Flower Fairies Journal by Glen
Bird and Liz Catchpole, and The Unofficial Harry Potter
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The Witch's Book of Love
A School Library Journal Best Graphic Novel of 2019 A YALSA
2020 Quick Pick for Reluctant Young Adult Readers A YALSA
2020 Great Graphic Novel for Teens Sabrina the Teenage Witch
meets Roller Girl in this hilarious, one-of-a-kind graphic novel
about a half-witch who has just discovered the truth about herself,
her family, and her town and is doing her best to survive middle
school now that she knows everything! Magic is harder than it looks.
Thirteen-year-old Moth Hush loves all things witchy. But she’s
about to discover that witches aren’t just the stuff of movies,
books, and spooky stories. When some eighth-grade bullies try to
ruin her Halloween, something really strange happens. It turns out
that Founder’s Bluff, Massachusetts, has a centuries-old history of
witch drama. And, surprise: Moth’s family is at the center of it all!
When Moth’s new powers show up, things get totally out-ofcontrol. She meets a talking cat, falls into an enchanted diary, and
unlocks a hidden witch world. Secrets surface from generations past
as Moth unravels the complicated legacy at the heart of her town,
her family, and herself. In this spellbinding graphic novel debut,
Emma Steinkellner spins a story packed with humor and heart
about the weird and wonderful adventures of a witch-in-progress.

The House Witch
Natural Magic for Healing in Heart, Spirit & Soul Join renowned
Kitchen Witch Rachel Patterson as she shares hundreds of her own
personal spells, recipes, and remedies for natural healing. Learn
how to release emotional blocks and use the powerful energies of
nature to support self-care for ailments and challenging life
experiences such as: • Guilt • Worry • Grief • Low SelfPage 26/30
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• Obstacles
Blockages • Sleep Issues • Menses &
Menopause • Transitions & Changes • Anxiety • Stress •
Depression • Panic Attacks • Fear For each topic, you will
discover helpful spells and crafts, as well as affirmations, colour
magic, crystals, herbs, foods, incense and essential oil blends, rituals,
meditations, and magic bundles. You will also find dozens of recipes
for enchanting treats and natural bath products: • Body Oil •
Bath Salts • Bath Melts • Pulse Point Balm • Body Powder •
Bath Bombs • Body Butter • Body Scrub • Bath Infusion •
Foot Bath • Perfume Blends • Cheese and Rosemary Muffins •
Porridge Any “Witch” Way • Ginger Plum Cake • Cheesy
Garlic Bread • Shortbread • Lemon and Poppy Seed Cupcakes
• Fruit Tea Cake With additional hands-on tips for working with
spirit guides and deities as well as chakras, moon phases, and the
elements, this book shares everything you need for effective magical
remedies.

The Little Witch's Book of Spells
A wise, witchy, and welcoming guide to living life magically Mya
Spalter has spent years among candles, herbs, cats, and spells as an
employee at New York City's oldest occult shop, Enchantments.
Since it would get crowded in there if all of you visited, this book
will be your guide to its secrets and stories; in the process, Mya will
introduce you to some mystical concepts you can use to build spells
and rituals that resonate with your own personal style, including: *
Create and maintain altars Even people who aren't spiritually
inclined seem to be able to get down with the beneficial function of
an altar as a place to model beauty and balance in their lives. It's
aspirational. * Save your love magic for yourself Because casting a
love spell on someone else is pushy and far too easy to mess up. *
Clean your filthy apartment Fine, maybe you make your bed every
day, but Mya's talking about the kind of grime you can't necessarily
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see. * Money
need, not greed Hint: It starts with tipping
well; it doesn't pay to be miserly when asking the universe for
abundance. Mya reveals the power of colors (Louboutins wouldn't
have the same status if their soles were lavender), the keys to
banishing unfriendly spirits (with cleansing rituals or even a dance
party), and invaluable instructions in the timeless arts of astrology,
tarot, and finding a parking spot downtown. Open up this book and
enchant your own life! Advance praise for Enchantments
"Hilariously conversational, deceptively deep, and phenomenally
illustrated, Enchantments will blow your mind and make you laugh
while imparting expert knowledge of witchcraft and why it's so
needed today."--Natasha Lyonne, actress and producer "Imagine
that your best friend, a supremely cool, funny, and irreverent
person, is also a witch willing to educate and inspire you toward
your own witchy practice with humor, sass, and intelligence. This
book is magic--literally!"--Michelle Tea, author of Modern Tarot
"Part memoir, part recipe book, and part poetry collection,
Enchantments lets readers in on the great secret of all
witchcraft--that being a witch is about being free to be
yourself."--Dorothea Lasky, author of Milk and co-creator of Astro
Poets "We can all use more magic in our lives in these trying times,
and Enchantments will help us get started."--Kimya Dawson,
singer/songwriter, The Moldy Peaches
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